Abstract-In traditional statistical analysis, if we know that the distribution is normal, then the most popular way to estimate
I. INTRODUCTION
Formulation of the problem. In many real-life situations, the actual distribution is normal (Gaussian). It is known that a normal distribution is uniquely determined by its mean a and its standard deviation σ. Usually, a cumulative distribution function corresponding to the distribution (cdf) with 0 mean and standard deviation 1 is denoted by Φ(x). In terms of this function Φ(x), the cdf F (x) of a general normal distribution has the form
To find the cdf, we must therefore estimate the (unknown) parameters a and σ from the (known) sample values x 1 , . . . , x n . In traditional statistical data processing, one of the most widely used methods for estimating a and σ is the method of moments, when we find the mean and variance of the data, i.e., the values
and consider the normal distribution with these values a and σ as "fitted" to the data x 1 , . . . , x n ; see, e.g., [12] , [13] . It is therefore desirable to find the interval [F (x), F (x)] of possible values of the cdf, i.e., in terms of [3] , to find a p-box that contains all possible cumulative distribution functions.
Case of fuzzy uncertainty. Often, knowledge comes in terms of uncertain expert estimates. In the fuzzy case, to describe this uncertainty, for each value of estimation error ∆x i , we describe the degree µ i (∆x i ) to which this value is possible. For each degree of certainty α, we can determine the set of values of ∆x i that are possible with at least this degree of certainty -the α-cut {x | µ(x) ≥ α} of the original fuzzy set. In most cases, this α-cut is an interval.
Vice versa, if we know α-cuts for every α, then, for each object x, we can determine the degree of possibility that x belongs to the original fuzzy set [1] , [2] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] . A fuzzy set can be thus viewed as a nested family of its α-cuts.
A fuzzy number can be defined as a fuzzy set for which all α-cuts are intervals.
So, if instead of a (crisp) interval x i of possible values of the measured quantity, we have a fuzzy number µ i (x) of possible values, then we can view this information as a family of nested intervals x i (α) -α-cuts of the given fuzzy sets.
From the computational viewpoint, processing fuzzy uncertainty reduces to processing of interval uncertainty. We have already mentioned that if instead of a (crisp) interval x i of possible values of the measured quantity, we have a fuzzy number µ i (x) of possible values, then we can view this information as a family of nested intervals x i (α) -α-cuts of the given fuzzy sets.
Our objective is then to compute the fuzzy number corresponding to this the desired value y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ). In this case, for each level α, to compute the α-cut of this fuzzy number, we can apply interval computations to the α-cuts x i (α) of the corresponding fuzzy sets. The resulting nested intervals form the desired fuzzy set for y.
So, e.g., if we want to describe 10 different levels of uncertainty, then we must solve 10 interval computation problems. In other cases, we know fuzzy numbers which describe x i . In such situations, it is desirable, for every x, to find the corresponding fuzzy number F(x).
Thus, from the computational viewpoint, it is sufficient to produce an efficient algorithm for the interval case.
Computing the fuzzy number can be reduced to computing, for different values α, the corresponding α-cut intervals based on the α-cuts of the fuzzy sets X i . 
What is known.
For standard deviation, the problem of computing the corre- 
In some practically important cases, there exist efficient algorithms whose running time grows only polynomially with n. For example, such algorithms are possible in the "nonesting" case when no two intervals
For an overview of known results, see, e.g., [7] , [8] .
In principle, we can use the resulting bounds [a, a] on a and [σ, σ] on σ to produce bounds on the ratio x − a σ and thus, on the desired cumulative distribution function (cdf) F (x). However, the values a and σ are dependent in the sense that not all combinations of a ∈ [a, a] and σ ∈ [σ, σ] are possible; as a result, these bounds contain excess width -a typical situation when computations with intervals ignore dependence (see, e.g., [4] ).
How can we compute the exact bounds on F (x)? The closest to this are the algorithms from [6] which produce bounds for the absolute value |x − a| σ of the desired ratio.
What we plan to do. In this paper, we show how to compute the desired p-box, i.e., the exact bounds for the normal F (x) under interval data.
II. ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING THE P-BOX IN THE GENERAL CASE: MOTIVATIONS AND DESCRIPTION
Reducing the problem to computing the ratio. The above cdf Φ(x) of a "standard" normal distribution is a strictly increasing function. Thus, for every x, the interval [
of possible values of the the quantity 
Comment.
To make the following text easier to read, we will write r instead of r(x) and r instead of r(x). A reader should keep in mind, however, that for different x, generally, we get different bounds r and r.
The need to consider the signs: informal explanation. We have already mentioned that we know how to compute the bounds on the absolute value |r| of the ratio r; see, e.g., [6] . The absolute value can be equal either to the ratio itself or to −r. Here:
• If r ≥ 0 and |r| = r, then, e.g., the maximum of |r| is the same as the maximum of r.
• On the other hand, if r < 0 and |r| = −r, then the maximum of the absolute value may correspond to the minimum of r. So, to apply the results and techniques from [6] to our problem, we must first analyze the signs of the corresponding extreme values r and r.
Signs of the bounds r and r. In view of the above, it is reasonable to first find out the signs of the bounds r and r of the desired interval.
Proposition 1.
• For x ≤ a, we have r ≤ r ≤ 0.
• For a < x < a, we have r < 0 < r.
• For x ≥ a, we have 0 ≤ r ≤ r.
Comment. For reader's convenience, all the proofs are placed in the special Appendix.
General idea: using basic facts about derivatives. Let us fix the value x. For this x, each tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n ) from the box B def = x 1 × . . . . . . x n leads, in general, to a different value of the ratio r. The ratio is a continuous function of (x 1 , . . . , x n ); thus, both its smallest and its largest values are attained at some tuple. ( To be more precise, we first have to add −∞ and +∞ to the set of possible values of r to take care of the possibility that σ = 0.)
be a tuple at which the ratio r attains its largest possible value. If we fix all the values except one x i , then we conclude that the corresponding function •
For the point (x m 1 , . . . , x m n ) at which the ratio r attains its minimum, we similarly have three cases for each i:
• If the ratio r attains its minimum for x i ∈ (x i , x i ), then ∂r ∂x i = 0.
• If r attains its minimum at x i = x i , then ∂r ∂x i ≥ 0.
• Finally, if r attains its minimum at x i = x i , then at this point,
The corresponding analysis leads to the following algorithm. In this algorithm, we assumed that the value x is given. If we need to find the range [F (x)
Algorithm A 1 . In this algorithm, we consider all possible partitions of the set of indices {1, . . . , n} into three disjoint subsets I − , I + , and I 0 . For each subdivision we set x i = x i for i ∈ I
− and x i = x i for i ∈ I + . When I 0 = ∅, we set the values x i for i ∈ I 0 as follows:
• We compute the values
• We find the value a from the quadratic equation
where N 0 is the number of elements in the set I 0 , and
• If this quadratic equation does not have any real solutions, or if it does but the corresponding value a 0 does not belong to all intervals x i with i ∈ I 0 , then we skip this partition and go to the next one.
• For each solution a 0 that belongs to all the intervals x i , i ∈ I 0 , we set x i = a 0 for i ∈ I 0 and compute σ = (a − a 0 ) · (x − a) and r = x − a σ .
The smallest of these values r is returned as r, and the largest is returned as r. Then, we compute the desired p-box as [Φ(r), Φ(r)].
Proposition 2. The above algorithm always computes the exact range [F (x), F (x)] of the normal cdf under interval uncertainty.
Comments.
• For each of n indices i, we have 3 choices: we can assign this index to I − , to I + , and to I 0 . For a single index, we have 3 possible assignments; for two indices, we have 3 · 3 = 2 2 possible assignments; in general, for n indices, we have 3 n possible assignments. Thus, this algorithm requires an exponential number of computational steps which grows with n as 3 n .
• In this algorithm, the values x i at which the minimum and the maximum of r are assigned depend, in general, on the value x at which we estimate F (x). So, in general, to find the range [F (x), F (x)] at N p points x, we have to repeat this algorithm N p times.
Some bounds can be computed faster. It turns out that some of the bounds can be computed in polynomial time, namely, the upper bound r for x ≥ a and the lower bound r for x ≤ a.
Algorithm A 2 . To find r for x ≥ a, we do the following:
• First, we sort all 2n values x i and x i into a nondecreasing sequence
. Thus, we subdivide the real line into 2n + 1 zones [ 
. , n into three sets
Based on this partition, we compute a, m, a, and a 0 as in Algorithm A 1 . For each value a 0 which is within the zone, we compute σ = (a − a 0 ) · (x − a) and r = x − a σ .
• The largest of the resulting values r is the desired r.
Comment.
To find r for x ≤ a, we perform the same computations, with the only difference that at the end, instead of finding the largest of the resulting values r, we find the smallest of these values.
Proposition 3.
The above algorithms always computes the exact bound r for x ≥ a and r for x ≤ a, and they require quadratic time O(n 2 ).
III. EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR THE NO-NESTING CASE
Let us show that in a no-nesting case, when no two intervals are nested, i.e., when
In this case, we can compute the remaining bounds r for x > a and r for x < a also in polynomial time.
It is known that intervals which satisfy the no-nesting property can be ordered in "lexicographic" order, i.e., the order in which [x i , x i ] < [x j , x j ] if and only if either x i < x j or (x i = x j and x i ≤ x j ); see, e.g., [7] , [8] . With respect to this order, both sequences x i and x i become monotonic:
We have used this order in our previous algorithms [7] , [8] , and we will use it here as well.
Algorithm A 3 . To find r for x > a, we do the following:
• First, we sort all n intervals [x i , x i ] in the lexicographic order. As a result, we get two monotonic sequences
• For every n − from 1 to n, we consequently compute
we start with 0 and we consequently add, correspondingly, x i or (x i ) 2 .
• For every n + from 1 to n + 1, we consequently compute
we start with 0 for n + = n + 1 and then we take n + = n, n − 1, . . . , 1 by consequently adding, correspondingly, x i or (x i ) 2 .
• For every two natural numbers n − and n + for which 0 ≤ n − < n + ≤ n + 1, we do the following:
• We compute the values N 0 = n − n − − (n + 1 − n + ) and
• We find the value a from the same quadratic equation
, and
• If this quadratic equation does not have any real solutions, or if it does but the corresponding value a 0 does not belong to the interval [x n + −1 , x n − +1 ], then we skip this partition and go to the next one.
• For each solution a 0 which belongs to the interval [
• The smallest of the resulting values r is the desired r.
Comments. To find r for x < a, we perform the same computations, with the only difference that at the end, instead of finding the smallest of the resulting values r, we find the largest of these values.
Proposition 4.
The above algorithms always computes the exact bound r for x > a and r for x < a, and they require quadratic time O(n 2 ).
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We know that the mean a can take any values from the interval [a, a]. When x ≤ a, this means that the value x − a is always non-positive. Since the standard deviation σ is always non-negative, the ratio x − a σ is also non-positive. Therefore, both the smallest and the largest values of this ratio are nonpositive: r ≤ 0 and r ≥ 0.
Similarly, when x ≥ a, we have x − a ≥ 0, hence the ratio r is non-negative and its bounds are also non-negative.
When a < x < a, the difference x−a can take both positive values (e.g., when x = a) and negative values (e.g., when x = a). Thus, the ratio r can also be both positive and negative. Hence, the largest possible value of this ratio is positive, and the smallest possible value of this ratio is negative.
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
, the value x i corresponding to the optimal tuple can be either at the left endpoint x i or at the right endpoint x i , or inside the interval (x i , x i ). Let us denote the set of all indices for which x i = x i by I − , the set of all indices for which x i = x i by I + , and the set of all remaining indices by I 0 .
2
• . According to the arguments described before the formulation of this proposition, for every i, either x i = x i or x i = x i , or ∂r ∂x i = 0. Let us therefore describe an explicit formula for this derivative.
2.1
• . Since r is defined in terms of a and σ, let us first find the formulas for the derivatives of a and σ.
we have
Here,
Therefore, we have
2.2
• . Now, we are ready to compute the desired derivative. Here, 2 .
In view of the analysis that preceded the formulation of this proposition, we are only interested in the sign of the derivative ∂r ∂x i . Since the denominator σ 2 of the expression describing this derivative is always non-negative, this sign coincides with the sign of the numerator
Substituting the above expressions for ∂a ∂x i and ∂σ ∂x i into this formula, we conclude that
We can simplify this expression even further if we multiply it by n · σ -which also does not change the signs. Thus, the sign of the desired derivative ∂r ∂x i coincides with the sign of the product p i def = n · σ · N i , which is equal to
3
• . The only possibility for x i to be inside the interval (x i , x i ) is to have p i = 0. Dividing both sides by x − a, we conclude that x i = a 0 , where we denoted
Thus, all the values x i with i ∈ I 0 have exactly the same value a 0 . Once we know the partition into the sets I − , I + , and I 0 , we also know the values x i for i ∈ I − and i ∈ I + . To find the values x i for i ∈ I 0 , we need to find the value a 0 .
4
• . By definition of the sample mean a, the sum of all n values x i is equal to n · a, i.e.,
The sum of the first two sums is what we denoted by a; so, we conclude that a + N 0 · a 0 = n · a and hence, that
Since a 0 = a − σ 2
x − a , we conclude that
By definition of the sample variance, we have
The sum of the first two sums is what we denoted by m; so, we conclude that m + N 0 · a 2 0 = n · a 2 + n · σ 2 . Substituting the expressions (4) and (5) for a 0 and σ 2 into this formula, we get the quadratic equation given in the algorithm.
So, the optimal solution is indeed among those processed by the algorithm. The proposition is proven. Similarly, if a 0 > x i , then our only option is x i = x i , and if x i ≤ a 0 ≤ x i , then our only option is x i = a 0 . Thus, as soon as we know the location of the value a 0 in comparison to the bounds x i and x i -i.e., as soon as we know the zone which contains a i -we can (almost) uniquely determine the values x i for all x i -with the only additional problem that we still need to determine the value a 0 . We already described, in Algorithm A 1 , how we can find a 0 .
The case of r for x ≤ a is handled similarly.
